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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION 
As part of 3 larger effort to establish the fea 1 lity 
ot lunar orb1t rendezvous as a method for manned lunar 
explorat1on~ a study has been made of the return 1njectl0 
condit1ons which m1ght be required for such a ~ss1on 
This report presents the results of the study. 
SECTION II. DISCUSSION 
A. PROBLEM STATDmNT 
B 
2 
deceleration loads. In a final analysis a reentry window could 
be established which would represent all sets of acceptable 
~"eentry conditions, and which would be determined by the 
exact aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle and the 
flexibility of the guidance and control system. In this 
study, however, the reentry window is approximated by 
choosing most of the reentry parameters at a nominal value. 
Work done by the author and others at this center, as 
well as information available in the literature, was con-
sidered in the choice of the reentry conditions. Reentry 
is assumed to take place at a radius of 64g8 km from the 
earth's center. Since the trajectories were calculated for 
an ellipsoidal earth, this means reentry altitude was 
allowed to vary slightly with latitude of reentry. The 
range from reentry to touchdown is taken as 4300 n.m. or 
72 degrees of central angle. This is about the average 
range of the Apollo t~pe craft when returning from the 
moon. Path angle of 6 degrees below horizontal is approxi-
mately the direction of reentry which is satisfactory for 
most vehicles of the type likely to be used for the mission 
3nd 1s chosen as nominal here. 
Reentry velocity was not restricted to a fixed value 
for the following reasons. For the velocities considered 
for the departure the reentry velocity measured in a non-
rotating frame varies by only 50 mls even though return 
tranSit times range from 55 to 100 hours. Thus, when the 
reentry velocity is measured with respect to the rotat~,ng 
earth, for all cases reentering with eastward direction 
(azimuth between 0 and 180 degrees), the velocity extremes 
enoountered are 10,600 to 11,000 m/s. This variation of 
'400 m/s with respect to the atmosphere is not critical for 
those velocity magnitudes encountered. 
Under these assumptions conce~ning reentry veloc1ty we 
have, in effect, neglected the earth's rotation and assumed 
that all reentry Situations will require the same range to 
touchdown. Thus, it we would also neglect the non-spherical 
shape of the earth, the reentry points would lie on a circle 
With the touchdown site at the center. 
It the touchdoWfl location is spec:!.fied, spherical 
trigonometry can be used to determine what combinations of 
latitude ana longitude lie at the correct angular distance 
trom the touchdown pOint. Futher, if reentry flight 1s 
assumed to occur in a plane, the correct azimuth for each 
"reentry po ition is determined. 
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Two landing points on earth cons1dered are near San 
Antonio, Texas, and Woomera, Australia. The latitude of 
these places is 29.48 degrees no~th and south, respect1vely. 
The northern location (near San Antonio) is taken as 261 
degrees longitude (measured east from Greenwich) and the 
southern location (Woomera) is at 135 degrees east lOngitude. 
Figures 1 and 2 show the azimuth and longitude for the ' 
specified reentry conditions ~s functions of the reentry 
latitude. For convenience the conditions represented by 
these figures will be refe~red to as an "arrival circle.r. 
C. COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
At this point it is desirable to explain the system 
used to specify position and velocity coordinates at the 
moon. All of these coordinates are given in a 'selenograph1c 
system which is similar to that used to specify geocentric 
coordinates at the earth. The moon's equator plane is 
perpendicular to its axis of rotation. The zero 10ng1tude 
meridian crosses the equator on that principal axis of 
inertia which is assumed (by astronomers) to lie through 
the center of the bulge of the moon toward the earth. 
Since the moon's equator is inclined by 6.67 degrees to 
the plane of the moon's orbit about earth, and Since also 
the orbit is slightly eccentric while the moon's rotation 
rate is essentially constant, the position of the zero 
latitude and longitude p01nt seems to move in nearly a 
ci~cle about the earth-moon 11ne. In addit10n to thi 
optical 1ibration there 1s a small (always le s than 0.40 
degrees) phy~ical librat1on. 
In this moon-fixed s~stem then, longitude is measuped 
pos1t1ve east from 0 to 300 degrees. East on the moon a 
on earth is the direccion of sunrise. Azimuth is me sured 
from 0 through 360 degrees t rting eastward from north. 
D. METHODS USED AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Trajectories for return fl1ghts ere 
numerical 1ntegration of the eq~ t10n of 
system programmed for high speed computer by the Jet 
Propul ion Laboratory. The equ tio t motion 1nc~de 
the gr v1tat1onal forces of th~ earth moon, and n with 
their coordi t given acourately accord1 to t e eph eris. 
The obl tenes tect of both earth and moon re a1 
included • 
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Since the first manned lunar flights are expected to 
occur near the end of this decade, the time investigated 
was chosen to be March 1969. At that time the moon's 
orbit about the earth is inclined by 28.72 degrees, roughly 
the largest inclination ever occurring. Also the moon's 
perigee occurs at about the same time that it reaches its 
minimum (south) declinat10n. (At per1gee the moon 1s at 
369,400 lan distant from earth. At apogee, which 1n that 
month occurs obviously at maximum decl1nation, the d1stance 
1s 404,400 lan.) Three t1mes in the month were chosen for 
study. These are min1mum decl1nation, zero declinat10n at 
ascend1ng ~ode, and maximum dec11nation. 
The specif1cation of a retrograde orbit of small 
1nclination indicates injection from lat1tudes near the 
lunar equator, with westward az1muth, in order to aV01d 
large performance penalties associated w1th large flight 
plane changes. Information available in the literature {References 1 and 2) concerning lunar return indicates that 
for such conditions the injection longitude will be in the 
region of 90 to 180 degrees. (This can also be seen from 
studies of earth to moon flight using the restr1cted three-
body approach which has as a feature that for any trajectory 
from earth to moon there is a trajectory of the sarne shape 
reflected about the earth-moon line and which goes in the 
opposite direction, namely from moon to earth. A detailed 
explanation of this phenomenon is given in Reference 3.) 
Therefore, injection positions at OJ... 10, and 20 degrees 
latitude for each of 90, 135, and l~O degrees longitude 
were chosen for investigation or. injection veloCity magnitude 
and direction requirements. The injection radius is held 
constant at 1938 lan from the center ,')f the moon ort 200 kIn 
above the mean radius of the moon of 1738 kID. 
Southern latitudes were not consider~d since by proper 
rotation of coordinate systems to account for the previously 
mentioned tllt of the moon's axiS, the results could·be 
reflected about the earth-moon pJ.ane to give an approximation 
of cond1t1ons for those southern latitudes that happen to 
be symmetric about the earth-moon pl~le with the northern 
la.tltude used or~ .. glnally. The results would be approximate 
only because of the irregular gravity fields of the non-
spherlcal moon and earth. 
The procedure followed was to hold stepwise c~r stant 
the posl tlon, velocity magnitude I and time of Inj61.!tion and 
to isolate for that comb1nation of injection path *,ngle and 
azimuth which results in reentry with a 6 degree pA.th angle 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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below horizontal at radius of 6498 km trom earth. This 
isolation 1s done automatically by rout1nes bu11t 1nto the 
trajectory computat1on program. For each poslt1on and 
velocity magnitude there are a family of trajector1es which 
meet these cond1t1ons. Not all of these have the sp cltled 
"arr1val c1rcle" condlt1ons. The reentry lat1tude and 
azimuth wh1ch 1s produced 1s compared graph1cally with the 
acceptable values shown 1n F1gures 1 and 2. The trajector1 s 
which >roduce des1red lat1~ ~1e and az1muth comb1nat1ons 
are cons1dered without reg8. )''1J to long! tude. Th1s is 
explained by the following reasoning. A return flight 
arr1ved at by the above procedure may result 1n a long1-
tude error the absolute value nf which can be at most 
180 degrees. Thus, 1f 1njection time is adjusted by at 
most 12 hours then except for the slight change in the 
trajectory shape due to the s11ghtly changed positioning of 
moon with respect to earth at the corrected time, the 
reentry does occur at the correct long1tude. 
SECTION III. RESULTS 
At maximum and minimum d c11nat1on of the moon, 1njec-
tion condit1ons were estab11shed which produc flights to 
sat1sfy the spec1f1 d r entry condition tor ch of the 
nine injection location. Solutions ar found, however, 
only for the northern return location, ~t the moon 1s at 
southernmo t declinat10n at departur and conversely 
solvt1ons ar only at the south rn location for departure 
from the moon at maxtmum deo11n t1on. 
At pre ant, date. tor th z 
only for equatorial 1njection. 
factory return to e1th r of ~h 
to b po sibl • 
abl 
magn1tud 
• 
X'O 4 olin· tion ar . v 1 
In this c though, sati -
r turn 1 t1tud i n 
zim th hich ro uc 
t time 
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Por a fixed declination and distance of the moon, the 
location of the point of r~~entry on the "arri val circle" 
(which also defines the inclination of the reentry flight 
plane) is a function of the injection position and velocity. 
For the injection positions and the velocity vectors appli-
cable in"this study, however, the reentry occurs always 
near the same place for a given position of the moon. No 
attempt was made here to study the exact behavior of the 
reentry point on the "arrival circle." Such a study may 
be made eventually using a system referenced to the moon-
earth orbit plane which makes easier the analysis' of effects 
not related to the moon declination. The effects of changing 
declination can then be super-imposed on those due to injec-
tion position and velocity variation. The positions of 
reentry encountered in the study are given in the following. 
For return to Woomera from the maximum declination, 
the reentry lies between 19 and 24 degrees south latitude 
having flight plane inclinat,ion of 32 to 34 degrees to the 
earth's equator while for return from zero declination, the 
reentry occurs between 11 and 15 degrees north latitude with 
inclination of 38 ~o 40 degrees. For return to San Antonio 
from minimum declination, the reentry latitudes are between 
20 and 23 degrees north with inclination being 32 to 34 
degrees. For return to San Antonio from zero declination, 
the latitudes are from 8 to 12 degrees south and inclinations 
from 36 to 38 degrees • 
. Since San Antonio and Woomera are pOSitioned at symmetri-
cal latitudes, the return latitudes could be expected to ~e 
the same for return from the extreme declination in either 
hemisphere to the recovery point in the OPPOSite hemisphere 
if the moon were always at the same distance and orientation 
with respect to the earth. The above figures for reentry 
latitude reflect the changes in moon pOSition and orientation 
"tlhich occur during the month studied. 
In the course of the study it was noticed that for short 
transit t1mes (50 to 90 hours) the inject10n velooity magni-
tude required 1s greater at the moon's apogee than it 1s at 
the perigee while for long tranSit t1mes (> go hours) the 
situation reverses. (A similar phenomenon occurs 1n flight 
trom earth to moon with a comparison ot arriva.l velocity 
with re pect to the moon as a function of flight time and 
41 tanee to moon.) Due to this difference in velooity 
requirement, the curves are given for smaller velocities to 
about 2.5 kin/sec for the minimum deolination curves (co1nc1d1ng here with smallest earth-moon distance), and to 
2.4 ~ eo tor max~ declination. 
. ,1 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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From the information g1 ven in the above figures and 
certain performance data a nominal injection situation can 
be established and launch wincow determinations can be 
made. One Simple arbitrary case is offered. This case 
is based on the assumption of an equatorial circular orbit 
of a 2 hr 7 minute period around the moon. In ordel' to 
establish a nominal case we also assume that we want to 
~eturn to a preselected point on earth in a specified 
transi t time and to use a 11..1n1mtml of propellant in the 
departure maneuver. 
7 
Performance studies have been made by Space Projects 
Section II of this branch to determine the characteristic 
velocity required for these orbital maneuvers. The results 
of the studies will be given in detail in reports being 
prepared by that section; however, an example of the resul-ts 
is given here as part of the illustration of determination 
of nominal injection and launch window. 
For injection at 1938 km radius the study showed that 
optimum transfer would be made from cir~ular orbit radius 
of about 1932 km which is the orbit of the period specified 
above. (This opt~um altitude change during the maneuver 
is of course also a function of the injection velocity 
magnitude and direction; however, the effect on performance 
is small.) The optimum path angle at injection i given 
then as a function of ~jection velocjty 1n Figure 27 
under the assumption of constant injection radius and no 
change in flight plane orientation. Figure 28 show the 
characteristic velocity required for variation of velocity 
direction from optimum. This curve has been found to b 
representative of changes in either path Ie or ' a~t 
or of combined changes frLm the optimum. Thus, for 'each I 
injection position on the moon the difference in required 
injection direction and the optimum direction can deter-
~ned, and the velocity penalty can be read fr the 1 
8 
It the moon 1s near the maximum dec11nat1on and we 
des1re a return of 77 hr duration the 1njection long1tude 
from wh1ch the least velocity 1ncrement is requ1red is 
seen in Figure 29 to be 180 degrees. The nominal injection 
time 1s established to satisfy .these longitude and flight 
time requirements. It we now consider early and.late 
departures, we note that for the orb1t period in consider-
ation the longitude changes by about 3 degrees per minute 
so that for each minute early that injection occurs the 
velocity increment is read on the curve for 3 degrees 
greater longitude at the same f11ght time and likewise 
for each minute late the longitude decreases by 3 degrees. 
(More nearly exact would be to say, read the curve for 
flight time adjusted by the correct number of minutes, but 
obviously a few minutes are negligible here.) It is 
noticed that if the delay is to be greater than a few 
minutes, it may be advantageous to wait one more orbit 
of 2 hours and 7 minutes from nOminal time and reduce flight 
time by that amount. (This assumed., the correct longitude 
1s again ach1eved at reentry. Th1s 1s not exactly true 
due to change of trajectory shape for smaller tranSit 
time as well as the change of the moon's pos1tion with 
respect to the earth, which takes place in the 2 hr 7 
minute period. The assumption is, however, suffiCiently 
accurate for this first approximation.) If this longer 
delay occurs, a second nominal injection may take place 
at. longitude of 177 degrees and the velocity penalty for 
d1spersions about the new nominal may be determined again 
as e.bove. 
The veloc1ty penalty for departure at non-optimum 
"time as determined in the abOve example 1s shown in 
Figure 30 plotted against the time deviat1on. 
SE01fION IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The results presented may be used to deteI'mine 1njection 
conditione for retul. ... n to earth from retrograde orbits about 
the moon inolined by as muoh as 20 degrees (and w1th certain 
loeat1on of the l1nes of nJdes ot the orbit and equator). 
"to Approx1mat1<;>ns of Nturn 1nJection windows can also be mad-e. 
ne re ult 1nd1cat # that return can be made to at 
least one o~ the two chosen sites regardles of the moon' 
po 1t1on r 1 t1ve to ear~h and that rea onable injection 
window are available. . 
" 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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